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ABSTRACT 
Text to speech conversion is emerging technology in recent years. Pdf means portable document format which is somewhat 
different from normal text file. Retrieving content from Pdf files using the program is difficult; especially when the pdf is 
written in another language like devnagari .This paper describes an approach for generating speech from pdf which is written 
in devnagari (Hindi) text. Implementation of this conversion is done using Java language on windows operating system. 
Keywords: Text to Speech, Transliteration, Hindi Barahkhadi, Devnagari,PDF. 

1. INTRODUCTION 
1.1 Introduction to Text to Speech System 
The function of text-to-speech (TTS) system is used to convert text to a spoken waveform. This generally consists of 
two steps, i.e., text processing and speech generation. Text processing is used to convert the given text to a sequence of 
synthesis units while speech generation is generation of an acoustic wave form corresponding to each of these units in 
the sequence. 

 
Figure 1.1.1: Text to Speech System 

 
To build a voice/speech for a language text, the steps involved are as follows (elaborated in Figure 1.1.2): - Indian 
Language Analysis: Preparation of phoneme & di- phonemes list used in a language. Have enumeration to represent 
these phones (viz. phonetics). - Building input sound inventory to support all phoneme & di- phoneme - Define letter to 
sound rules/mapping - Text Analysis: Analysis of input text (language) and converting into phoneme enumeration. - 
Getting a sound file (or content) for each enumerated value and concatenating them to construct speech. - Evaluation of 
resultant speech [1]. 

 
Fig 1.1.2 Block diagram of text to wave file generation 

1.2 Applications of Text-to-Speech System 
The application field of TTS is expanding fast while the quality of TTS systems is also increasing steadily. Speech 
synthesis systems are also becoming more affordable for common customers, which makes these systems more suitable 
for everyday use. Some uses of TTS are   Aid to Vocally Handicap, Source of Learning for Visually Impaired, Talking 
Books and Toys, Games and Education. Telecommunication and Multimedia. Man Machine Communication. Speech 
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synthesis may be used in several kinds of human-machine interactions. For example, in warning, alarm systems, clocks 
and washing machines synthesized speech may be used to give more accurate information of the current situation. 
Voice Enabled E-mail. Intelligible, etc. [2] 
1.3Introduction of PDF 
PDF-Portable Document Format (PDF) is a file format used to represent documents in a manner independent of 
application software, hardware, and operating system Each PDF file consist of  description of a fixed-layout flat 
document like  text, fonts, graphics, and other information needed to display it.[3]. 
Pdf to Speech Conversion consist of following sequence of steps. 

 
Fig.1.3 Pdf to Speech System 

Pdf file can contain Hindi text written using English characters (Tokenization), or Hindi text written in devnagari 
script (Hindi).This is main input text from which speech is generated. To create pdf file from doc file it is necessery to 
save that file to with save as type PDF. Text files can be converted into pdf files using free online pdf Convertor 
software. Here text considered as a plain text and encoding used is UTF-8. 
Second Step is a Text Extraction. PDF Text can be extracted by using PDFBox. Some .jar files are required for 
extracting text from pdf are pdfbox.jar, fontbox.jar, org-apache-commons-logging.jar etc. This step produces simple 
text as a output. Third step is Text Processing. This involves the segmentation of text, tokenization of text in which 
whole text is further divided into small tokens. Here tokens are Hindi alphabets, words. 
Forth Step is Speech Generation in which mapping of tokens to speech is carried out. Pre-requirement of this step is 
recorded or stored .wav file for each token. Recording of Hindi alphabets (barahkhadi), most frequently used Hindi 
words, can be done using a microphone, and Sound Recorder Software, which is a built in (System) Software in 
windows. We can record each alphabet and word separately or we can record whole barahkhadi and words at a time  
and further this sound file can be cut into separate sound files. Some Software’s are available which can cut sound files 
into multiple sound files automatically by detecting gap or manually. 
Last Step creates a new sound file by concatenating all .wav files of words in given text file which represents a speech 
form of a given pdf text. This is final output which can be played using any audio player. 

2. GUI DESIGN 

 
Fig.2 GUI design of Form 

In above GUI design, there are 3 text areas, 7 buttons and 1 text field. 
 Text Area 
1. First Text Area is for Inputting Transliteration (English representation of Hindi words) . 
2. Second Text Area is for Inputting Hindi Text (Devnagari) . 
3. Third Text Area shows segmented words. 
 Button 
1. Convert to Hindi Equivalent: For Converting English Text to Hindi Text. 
2. Convert to English Equivalent: For Converting Hindi Text To English Text. 
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3. Browse Hindi File: For Opening Hindi Text File. 
4. Browse Hindi PDF:For Opening Hindi Pdf File. 
5. Browse Hindi File: For Opening Hindi Pdf but written in English  characters. 
6. Create: For creating new Wav file by recording word or letter. 
7. Speak: For Generating Final output, this will create one new sound file on desktop. 

3.RESULT 
We can Browse Hindi PDF file by clicking on Browse Hindi Pdf Button 

 
Fig 3.1 Browsing  Hindi PDF 

Fig 3.2 shows result after choosing Hindi PDF 

 
Fig 3.2 When Selecting Hindi PDF 

We can choose English PDF which contains English characters representing Hindi Language as shown in fig 3.3 

 
Fig.3.3 Browsing English PDF 
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Fig.3.4 Result after choosing English pdf. 

And if we click on Speak button ,ResultTTS.mp3 sound file will get created on the desktop, that file can be played in 
any audio player. 

 
Fig 3.5 Sound File ResultTTS.mp3 created on desktop 

4. CONCLUSIONS 
A major challenge in Hindi Text to Speech is to produce speech with natural sound. Existing Hindi Text to Speech 
System were able to produce sound, but it is not up to the mark. In Proposed System generated Speech is more natural 
and also able to extract text from Hindi PDF to some extent. This Proposed System can read some Hindi PDF 
files(written in Devnagari script) provided in a specific format. So in Future this system can be extended to read any 
Hindi pdf file. We can use this system for any language which uses a Devnagari script, by making appropriate changes. 
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